EXPERIENCED
YOUTH RESILIENCE & ACTIVISM
PROGRAMMES

BREXIT, DONALD TRUMP, FAKE NEWS,
FAR-RIGHT EXTREMISM AND
TERRORISM ARE ALL PART OF OUR
YOUNG PEOPLES’ REALITY.
Become The Voice CIC uses a combination of critical thinking
and identity building workshops, alongside tackling the difficult

62%

agreed with the statement “Britain
has changed in recent times
beyond recognition it sometimes
feels like a foreign country and
this makes me feel
uncomfortable”

yet pertinent issues of today, to deliver programmes that build

170

resilience to extremism and help to build a more cohesive and
tolerant community.
Having the opportunity to ask questions, encounter other
beliefs and experience different faith communities whilst being
guided by trained dialogue facilitators is a key component of
our interfaith programmes.

75%

distinct religions were identified
in the UK 2011 census

of adults concerned about the
impact of the media’s portrayal of
minority communities

PROGRAMME LAYOUT | INTERFAITH
Our programmes are completely bespoke and adaptable to participants' needs. Interfaith Dialogue
Facilitation and delivery of a project/ campaign which is aimed at building bridges that don’t crumble and
strengthen resilience in the local community.
- Running time: 4-6 weeks, alternatively full-day training and full-day campaign creation and delivery
- Cost £2,500-3,000 depending on local expert availability and campaign expenses

WORKSHOP OUTLINE
1. Introduction to the UK interfaith landscape and threats to
community cohesion
2. Breaking apart stereotypes
3. Encountering the other & finding common ground
4. Dialogue facilitation surrounding a chosen topic
5. Debrief and campaign prep
6. Campaign delivery

TOPICS & TOOLS
Building solidarity through interfatih dialogue, Welcoming the
stranger (refugees and how faith communities meet the need),
Scriptural Reasoning and interfaith dialogue exercises,
unpacking difficult topics in a productive manner.

GET IN TOUCH
Visit becomethevoice.org for more information. Or drop
us a line at becomethevoice@gmail.com to discuss any
of our programmes.

